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Like the five-speeds,
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N-103
the
neutral lamp
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Scores
Again

Now for
Side Stand and
Center Stand
bikes!

through grounding
helmet communication system for some time. I
the
gear
box;
am anin
audio
person
by trade,
so Iit
amis
finicky
when it comes to these things. I have previously
a very
used just
a Chatterbox,
and different
have been using an
AutoComm for the past few years. It was starting tosystem
show its age for
duringdoing
the ride outso.
to WyoI have been looking for a good

ming for the International Rally last summer.

a sort of similar fashion to how we do it
with the five-speeds.
The shims are NOT interchangeable,
as they are for the three shafts in the later
gear boxes, as the four-speed has different
sized bearings at the cover ends. You also
have to adjust the shimming in the input
shaft with shims that go in the cover with
the bearing mounted in the cover afterwards. So, some of the measurements are
done just like the later boxes, but one is
done focusing on the cover. The same
measuring bars, depth micrometer and
I was at
the BMW MOA
HQ for
a BMW
regular
micrometer
are used
to do
this
MOA
Foundation
Board
Meeting
in
Novemend-play shimming. The neutral indicaber iswhen
I mentioned
my conundrum
to a
tor
a piece
of steel fastened
to the cover.
few people, indicating I was looking for a betIf the neutral light was working fine when
ter solution. Vince said, “I just got a helmet in
the
box came out of the bike, fine! If the
for testing that I think you would like; do you
neutral
light
seemed to be erratic or not
want to try
it out?”
coming
on
at
all—and
you’ve
the
I received a black
and white
Nolandone
Motorrad
troubleshooting
sure
all Kit
is well
N-103 helmet, withtoanmake
N-Com
Basic
and
“upstream”
from the
gear
box—the
faulta
an N-Com Bluetooth
Ebox
V2.0
Stereo. I was
little concerned
the size as it wascontact
a XXL,
can
be a poorabout
or non-existent
and I have
wearing a Arai
inside
the been
transmission.
You Quantum/ƒ
can careLarge bend
and had
a Schuberth
Concept
1 that
was
fully
that
contact part
on the
cover
an
XL.
After
trying
it
on,
I
discovered
that
it
fit
toward the little knob on the shifter cog to
fine.
I
used
the
supplied
cheek
pads
to
adjust
allow electrical grounding to occur. Like
the fit a little bit, and I got it fitting very comthe five-speeds, the neutral lamp lights
fortably. The key lesson from this is the fact
through
grounding in the gear box; it is
that you have to try on your helmets and sizing
just
a
very
different
varies between
brands.system for doing so.
Once
back
the to
gear
box
I was surprisedtogether,
when I started
do some
should
run
up and
down
testing onbethe
helmets.
I have
threethrough
helmets
the
a number
of times
before
that gears
I weighed
to compare
them.
My callwife,
Jennifer,
a Nolan
N-100
face that
ing
thingshas“done.
” If you
hearflip
a rhythmic
weighs 3.75 pounds,
mysounds
Arai weighs
3.5 lbs;
clicking/rattling
that
like somethese weights
are withon
thesomething
AutoComminside,
headthing
is “catching”
sets
installed
so
it
is
just
like
we
wear
you need to go back in and redo thethem
fork
when riding. When
the N-103,
adjustment.
This isI weighed
the critical
part; ifI
was surprised that it weighed in at 4.5 lbs
things are not “just right,” the gear dogs
with all the gadgets installed. It did not feel
can
catch at the wrong time and effectively
that heavy when I was wearing it around. It
put
thetogear
in twobut
gears
the same
seems
be a box
fair weight
likeatI said
it did
time.
If
the
bike
is
under
power
when
this
not feel that heavy as it is so well balanced.
occurs,
it will
destroy
thethat
gearthey
box!changed
That’s
The first
thing
I saw was
it!
the splines
of thefrom
input
theLubricate
flip front release
mechanism
theshaft
previousput
version
that in
myyour
wife’sclassy
helmetold
hadSlash
that
and
it back
required
using
two hands.
hasthe
an
Five!
Kind
of neat
that weThe
canN-103
still get
parts for these old bikes after almost four
decades!
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www.turnabike.com

WE RENT DREAMS

iPlugz™ music monitors
only from E.A.R., Inc.,
• deliver clear audio
to the ear
• reduce harmful wind
Self-Drive
Tours
•
and motorcycle
noise
• work with
standard
One-Way
Rentals
•
3.5mm stereo devices
such as iPod™, MP3
players and compatible
intercom audio systems
• Rugged, water-resistant
case (shown left)
also available

• BMW Rentals
• Guided Tours

Optional
Airline Jack

Optional
BMW Jack

To order:

800-525-2690 or
WWW.EAGLERIDER.COM • 877-808-6018

Over 1600 locationsWorldwide
to serveLocations
you

www.earinc.com

CAMP ANYWHERE THE ROAD TAKES YOU

MOTO-BINS LTD.
'"$503:Ê .050#*/4Ê #.808/&34

All you need is your
bike an open road
16 Surfleet Road, Surfleet,
Spalding,
and your Sportz Tent.
Lincolnshire PE11 4AG,When
England
a hotel is no4EL     s &AX
in
sight,
 
where
simply
pull over and set up
Email: Sales@motobins.co.uk
the Sportz X-Plorer
PAC. The complete
PAC includes everything you need for a
stay inBMW
the Parts
outdoors.
We are the leading independent

Buy Direct and Bypass
Most of the Middlemen

Supplier in the UK. Established over 22 years.
See our huge site at www.motobins.co.uk
or send $5 for our 150 page color Parts &
Accessories Catalog by airmail. Carriage to the
53! IS VERY REASONABLE AND EXCEPTING LOCAL
And for those who haul their bikes, enjoy 3ALES 4AX THERE IS NO IMPORT DUTY ON PARTS
a restful night sleep in the back of your pickup with the Sportz Truck Tent III.

BMW DISCOUNT PARTS
800-567-2434
www.sportzbynapier.com

Available at:
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THE WARK SHOP

(OURS  AM  PM %34 s  
www.warkshop.com

bike log
All your motorcycle info in one place

888-547-8380

$11.00 FREE SHIPPING!

www.bikelog.com

www.compassexpeditions.com

productreviews

Overall I would give
the helmet and the
communication system
Nolan N-103 Scores Again (cont...)
a thumbs up. No one
easy-to-use center latch that can be used with
either the left or right hand. It was also usable
system is going to
while wearing various gloves, without a problem. I recommend using the latch when clossatisfy everyone, but
ing the helmet as it can be fairly loud if you
the Nolan solution
close it by simply “snapping” it shut. This is not
a bad thing as it is a very positive latching proand approach works
)NNOVATIVE 40RO 2EPEAT 0ERFORMANCE
cess
and stays sealed well.
4ECHNOLOGY WITH HIGH TECH SHOCK
Once the
helmet
closed, it was
ABSORBING
MATERIALS
PROVIDEwas
OUTSTANDING
5+very402/ very well to solve the
NON RESTRICTIVE
tight
for the PROTECTION
most part. I liked the under chin
most common uses and
wind skirt during the winter ride as it kept
me fairly warm. It was more comfortable
does not disappoint.
!SK 9OUR
,OCAL $EALER

FORCEFIELD
BODY ARMOUR

7ORLD ,EADERS IN 3OFT "ODY

#OOLMAX
,YCRA
-ERL !CTISYSTEM

!RMOUR 4ECHNOLOGY

than the same skirt in the Schuberth helmet I
had previously worn. I also really liked the
built in Vision Protection System sunshade.
gloves, and my winter gloves. It took me about
It was nice while riding around not to have to
five minutes to get used to the functions. The
Since 1979
stop to put sunglasses on or take them off.
ergonomics and the use of the multifunction
Next, I tried out the electronics. The
“On” button made very good sense.
    0OLK 3T 3AN &RANCISCO #! 
N-Com system was preinstalled and condid
find
the amount
of wind noise
on the
JOHNSONLEATHER
SBCGLOBALNET
&AX I

tained a Bluetooth system and a wired soluhelmet to be a bit more than the Arai Quantion. I liked the fact that it was flexible so that
tum, but that is not surprising as typically a
I could use what made the most sense for the
full face helmet is quieter than a flip up helsituation. First, I paired it with my work
met. The communication system however
Blackberry cell phone. It was fast and easy to
was the opposite, working better on the
pair; it worked on the first try—better than
Nolan with the flip up than with the Arai
my Jawbone headset. It worked as expected; I
Quantum. I think that part of this difference
pressed the multifunction “On” button to iniis the result of the additional venting on the
tiate the voice dialing. I told it to call home.
Arai and the chin skirt on the Nolan. The
The Blackberry got it right on the first try;
Nolan was also much warmer during the
better than the wired headset I use in the car.
“Rounder” ride I took than I had expected. A
I then tried pairing it with other devices
few miles in I stopped to take off the balajust to see how it would handle multiple Bluclava as I was getting warm.
etooth devices as the manual indicated the
Overall I would give the helmet and the comN-Com would support multiple devices. I
munication system a thumbs up. No one system
paired it with my PlayStation 3, my MacBook
is going to satisfy everyone, but the Nolan soluPro and my wife’s cell phone. They all paired
tion and approach works very well to solve the
just as quickly and easily.
most common uses and does not disappoint. I
I then figured it was time to try out the sysliked how easy it was to charge the system and
tem with music. I had the MacBook Pro paired,
pair everything. I liked the audio quality of the
so I played iTunes through it the N-Com. I had
system when used via hardwire with my iPod,
to do some tweaking of the settings to get the
phone via Bluetooth was very good. I was
Starting atthe
$199
sound acceptable to my audiophile ears. This
not able to drain the included rechargeable batq,%$"RAKELIGHTS
q)NCLUDESUNIVERSALMOUNTING
was done
by turning down the MacBook and
tery
during the testing. I realized during the
q+EYLESSENTRYWITHREMOTE
ADAPTERTHATFITSMOSTREARRACKS
turning
up the helmet system. The N-Com syswriting
of this article that Jennifer’s helmet is
q#USHIONEDINNERLINING
q3ECURITYALARMWITHMOTION
tem also
allows for the use of an audio device
more
than five years old, I can see a Nolan N-103
q0AINTED,IDS
through
hard wire; a 1/8" to 1/8" cable was
withsensor
an N-Com in her future.
included. I tried that and the entire system just
I also will say very clearly that the use of a
&2%%503'ROUNDSHIPPINGTOLOWERSTATES
came alive. It sounded
much better. I was very
communication system is not suitable for all
satisfied with the sound quality. I ride wearing
situations. Just like it is possible to turn up the
ear plugs to compensate for the wind noise, so I CALL
audio
too loud in the car making
it so that you
401.284.4200
TO ORDER.
decided to take a listen to the system with ear
can’t hear the
ambient
noises, itwelcome.
is just as posDealer
inquiries
plugs in, I was still very satisfied; the wired
sible and perhaps even easier to do the same in
sounded better than the wireless connection
a helmet. If you do not feel comfortable riding
February 2009 BMW OWNERS NEWS
but that is not the N-Com’s fault it is just the
with audio in your
helmet, please don’t. Be
process of the transmission.
aware of your surroundings. No song or phone
I was able to learn the controls very quickly.
call is worth risking your life over.
The buttons were able to be used and identified using my summer weight gloves, my rain
By Bradford Benn #102672
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Motorcycle Batteries for BMWs

Free Shipping for BMW MOA Members

877-746-2288

www.BatteryWeb.com
High
quality,
all inclusive
It’s just so wrong
tomotorcycle
see it standing
still. of
tours

South
America
Discover the
extraordinary with

email us on

info@compassexpeditions.com
or phone

61 3 53 68 64 74
R 1200 R - $12,600.00*

BMW Motorcycles of
Grand Rapids
5995 S. Division, Grand Rapids,MI 49548

616-530-6900
www.bmwmcgr.com

Latitude 42.855022 Longitude
-85.66382

*Price shown is MSRP. Price subject to change. MSRP excludes destination and
handling charges, license, registration, taxes, title, insurance and options. Actual
price is determined by retailer. ©2007 BMW Motorrad USA, a division of BMW of
North America, LLC. The BMW name and logo are registered trademarks. Always
ride safely and wear proper protective gear.
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